Expedition 42

The answer is The International Space Station's Expedition 42 crew, who is set to take up
residency onboard the orbiting laboratory in November, has embraced the connection between
their numerical designation and "The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy," the Douglas Adams'
sci-fi franchise, adopting its imagery and slogans for their official poster and unofficial patch.
The story follows Arthur Dent as he narrowly escapes the destruction of the Earth and, with his
friend Ford Prefect, explores the galaxy in search of a decent cup of tea and the meaning of
everything. The space station's Robonaut 2 guest stars as Marvin the Paranoid Android.
According to Cristoforetti, the poster was designed by a NASA artist, though the costumes and
props â€” including the "Point Of View gun" being held by the Italian astronaut â€” were real
and "not photoshopped. Cristoforetti also had small embroidered tags made up with the words,
"Don't Panic. The patches, which also include the number 42, feature a familiar icon. The
"Expedition 42's Guide to the Galaxy" crew poster. Expedition 42 flight engineer Samantha
Cristoforetti holds out her thumb, mimicking the hand on her 'Don't Panic' patch. Space News
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Messages. The U. EVA was re-planned and a second U. EVA was added. On 31 July , the
Expedition 24 crew was awoken by an alarm on the station. Astronauts Tracy Caldwell Dyson
and Doug Wheelock performed some steps to assist ground controllers in re-powering some of
the station components such as two main power buses and one Control Moment Gyroscope.
After the steps had been completed Capcomm James Kelly told the crew they could go back to
bed as all the work required by the crew on the ISS was complete. A short time later, another
alarm sounded and awoke the crew, when the ground attempted to restart the pump module.
Soyuz TMA was originally planned to undock and land on 24 September , but instead undocked
less than 24 hours later on 25 September The failure is believed to be due to a faulty indication
from a micro-switch on the hatch between the Soyuz and MRM2. A drive gear, which is related
to the docking mechanism was also found to have two broken teeth, and is believed to be
related to the problem as well. Three spacewalks, one in Orlan space suits and two in U.
However, additional spacewalking tasks were added to remove and replace a failed ammonia
pump module. The Soyuz TMA spacecraft is rolled out by train to the launch pad at the Baikonur
Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan in preparation for the launch of Expedition Tracy Caldwell Dyson,
Alexander Skvortsov and Mikhail Kornienko sit in chairs outside the Soyuz capsule just minutes
after they landed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved 21 November Retrieved 7
October Retrieved 2 August Retrieved 25 September Retrieved 7 August Retrieved 12 August
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. International Space Station. Douglas H. Mikhail
Korniyenko Fyodor Yurchikhin. Korniyrnko and Yurchikhin ran three data cables between
Rassvet and the Zvezda module, routing them along the Zarya module. The pair then installed
cables between Rassvet and Zarya. They next moved on to relocate a camera already on
Rassvet's exterior, from the zenith or space-facing side to the nadir or Earth-facing side. As
their final task, Yurchikhin and Kornienko replaced a camera used for docking European
Automated Transfer Vehicles to the station. Douglas Wheelock Tracy Caldwell Dyson. Wheelock
and Caldwell Dyson disconnected electrical and fluid connectors. The spacewalkers did not
complete all of the planned tasks due to a quick disconnect that got stuck and would not
release. The pair had to complete a "bake-out" in order to ensure there was no ammonia on
their suits before re-entering the Space Station. Wheelock successfully closed the quick
disconnect valve for the fourth and final fluid connector for the failed pump, and detached the
final fluid line from the failed pump. Caldwell Dyson demated five electrical and data cables
while Wheelock broke torque and removed four bolts from the old pump. The pump was
extracted from the truss through the use of a grapple bar and installed on a payload bracket on
the Mobile Base System on the station's truss. Caldwell Dyson then prepared the spare pump
for future installation, disconnecting three of five electrical cables and reconfiguring insulation.
Wheelock removed the spare pump module from an external stowage platform. The pump
module was successfully installed on the S1 Truss after Wheelock attached four bolts and
Caldwell Dyson mated five electrical connectors. Expedition 42 was the 42nd expedition to the
International Space Station. One of the key aspects of Mission 42 - and other missions in - is the
preparation that is, reconfiguration of parts of the ISS to allow commercial space taxis to dock
at the station. The mission requires several space walks in to prepare a berthing slip is being

prepared at the forward end of the Harmony connecting node where Space Shuttles formerly
docked, and another on Harmony ' s zenith port. The first paid passengers are expected to
arrive in New docking ports for CST capsule. New docking ports for Dragon capsule. From
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members worked on science hardware Wednesday. She also inspected cables and connectors
on a science freezer for corrosion. Virts also conducted an annual certification review of the
Microgravity Science Glovebox, inspecting and cleaning up around the rack. EDT Wednesday.
Some of the return cargo flown aboard this Soyuz was used as part of research investigations
aboard the International Space Station. These area dosimeters continuously monitored
radiation throughout Kibo , the Japanese Experiment Module. The dosimeters gathered
information about space radiation to help manage exposure and provide protection to crew
members. Researchers may use data from Area PADLES to design new radiation monitoring
equipment for astronauts and people who work in medical or industrial areas with potential
radiation exposure. This knowledge also may help develop better protective measures for the
life sciences studies that occur within Kibo. Futhermore, the results from this research could
improve design for future spacecraft structures that will shield internal occupants from
radiation. Russian scientists are expecting the return of two incubation containers with
planarian worms aboard this Soyuz spacecraft. The Effect of Weightlessness on Processes of
Regeneration by Electrophysiological and Morphological Factors Regeneratsiya-Planaria
Regeneration-Girardia investigation is an assessment of the impact of microgravity on the
structural and functional regeneration of amputated organs and tissues of planarian worms.
Planarian worms, known for their regenerative processes, can be cut into pieces and each piece
can grow back into a complete organism. Study of these organisms in microgravity may have
implications for human health and disease, including development of methods for repairing
damaged tissue from injury or physical impairment. Russian recovery teams are helping the
crew exit the Soyuz vehicle and adjust to gravity after their stay in space. The trio arrived at the
International Space Station on Nov. Wilmore, Samokutyaev and Serova spent days aboard the
space station and clocked almost 71 million miles during their time in space. Wilmore now has
logged days in space during two missions, the first of which was on space shuttle mission STS
in They will remain aboard the station to continue research and maintenance until the remainder
of the Expedition 43 crew arrives later this month. Kelly and Kornienko will spend a year aboard
the complex collecting valuable biomedical data that will inform future deep space,
long-duration missions. EDT to begin their voyage home. They will perform a separation burn to
increase the distance from the station before executing a 4-minute, second deorbit burn at p.
The crew is scheduled to land at p. The departure of Wilmore, Samokutyaev and Serova marks
the end of Expedition At p. NASA Television will air live coverage of undocking beginning at p.
The deorbit burn is targeted for p. EDT this evening, southeast of Dzhezkazgan, Kazakhstan.
When the Soyuz undocks, Expedition 43 formally will begin. Back on Earth, a new Expedition 43
trio is relaxing as they count down to their March 27 launch. Padalka will stay in space till
September. Meanwhile inside the station, Virts continues installing cables so future commercial
crew vehicles can communicate with a pair of International Docking Adapters to be installed
later this year. He and Flight Engineers Anton Shkaplerov and Samantha Cristoforetti also
reviewed their emergency roles and responsibilities and practiced communication and
coordination. The trio is packing gear and cleaning crew quarters as they prepare to undock in
their Soyuz TMAM spacecraft Wednesday at p. EDT and land in Kazakhstan at p. Meanwhile,
advanced microgravity science and laboratory maintenance is ongoing aboard the space
station. Among the experiments, the crew studied body size and shape in space for suit sizing
and looked at airway inflammation in astronauts. Ethernet cables were also installed in the
Harmony module that will enable future commercial crew vehicles to communicate with a pair of
upcoming International Docking Adapters. Quest airlock conducting airflow monitor tests,
measurements and calibrations. The tests were part of the Airway Monitoring experiment that is
looking for possible indicators of airway inflammation in astronauts during spaceflight. Their

crewmate Anton Shkaplerov worked in the Zarya cargo module sampling equipment surfaces
for microbial analysis. He also photographed the condition of the surfaces inside the Zarya
module. The next trio of space station to crewmates to launch to the International Space Station
conducted a news conference Friday then laid flowers at the Kremlin Wall at the Red Square in
Moscow. The Expedition 42 crew completed the deployment of numerous nanosatellites while
also preparing for the departure of a Soyuz crew. The six-member crew also worked on
advanced microgravity research and the upkeep of their orbital laboratory and home. The final
pair of Cubesats was deployed overnight completing the launch of a total of 16 nanosatellites
from outside the Kibo lab module. The Cubesats were launched from the International Space
Station to perform a variety of research. Kelly and Kornienko are in Star City, Russia,
completing final mission preparations and will stay aboard the station until March Skip to
content. Page 1 Page 2 â€¦ Page 11 Next page. It was the time of establishment of the museum,
formation of its concept, strengthening of the scientific and technical framework, and beginning
of the research and exhibition activities. The primary specialists of the Museum of Archaeology
are senior researcher associates, Candidates of Historical Sciences Kh. Abdullin, V. Baranov;
research associates V. Bakhmatova, A. Gubin, N. Sadriev, A. Khaziev, O. Parakina and K.
Working groups have been organized at the Museum of Archaeology. Khaziev consisting of
research associate O. Parakina and experienced laboratory assistants A. Khamzina, A.
Khanbekova, N. Mukhametshina composed of experienced specialists V. Gubina, N. Sadriev and
young students V. Valeeva, A. Siraziyeva and Ch. Researcher associates of the Museum of
Archaeology conduct research within the framework of the following individual research
topics:. The primary activities of the Museum of Archaeology are as follows: acquisition and
systematization of the museum collection; arrangement of accounting and storage of
archaeological finds and collections; study and publication of museum items and collections;
arrangement of exhibitions on the basis of archaeological materials and historical documents,
popularization of the latest results of archaeological science in the field of studying the history
and culture of the Middle Volga region. The museum collection is based on archaeological
series reflecting the long history of the Middle Volga region in all its diversity, collected by
archeologists over the past fifty years in Tatarstan and the Volga region within field research
projects of Tatarstan academic institutions Department of Archaeology of the Institute of
History, Language and Literature of the Kazan Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
National Center for Archaeological Research of the Institute of History of the Tatarstan
Academy of Sciences, Institute of Archaeology of the Tatarstan Academy of Sciences. These
are unique materials obtained as a result of the operation of the Early Bolgar Archaeological
Expedition E. Kazakov , Tatar Archaeological Expedition R. Fakhrutdinov, P. Starostin, R.
Gabyashev , Mari Archeological Expedition A. Khalikov , Nizhnekamsk Archaeological
Expedition R. Gabyashev, E. Kazakov, P. Starostin from reference archaeological sites of the
Middle Volga and Urals reflecting the various ethnocultural traditions of the region. Today the
Museum of Archaeology of the Republic of Tatarstan is the largest repository depository
comprising archaeological collections from over three thousand different types of monuments
of the Middle Volga and Ural regions, amounting to more than four hundred thousand
archaeological items within a wide chronological framework, starting with antiquity and ending
with the late Middle Ages. The museum collections are invaluable monuments of historical and
cultural heritage and are of great scientific interest. Their significance is also accounted for by
the fact that in aggregate they represent a single collection reflecting the development of
archaeological science in Tatarstan and characterizing the activities of specialized academic
institutions in the field of studying the archaeological heritage in the territory of the Republic of
Tatarstan. The necessity of preservation for methodological and research purposes of the entire
volume of materials obtained during archaeological activities, archaeological findings, including
bulk material comprising ceramics, anthropological, archaeological materials, technological and
resource remains of ancient industries, and samples for natural scientific research is a
characteristic feature of the compilation of the collection of the Museum of Archaeology. Each
year, the fund of the Museum of Archaeology is supplemented by over 10 thousand
archaeological and numismatic items received as a result of field research by scientific
expeditions of the Institute of Archaeology named after A. Khalikov of the Tatarstan Academy of
Sciences. Preservation of the archaeological heritage in the museum is conducted by the
Museum of Archaeology by means of including archaeological collections in the national
section of the Museum Fund of the Russian Federation. Thus, in a total of archaeological items
were included in the national section of the Museum Fund of the Russian Federation on the
basis of a trilateral agreement and the order of the Russian Ministry of Culture, which initiated
the accounting of archaeological collections at the Museum of the Tatarstan Academy of
Sciences. A total of items in possession of the Republic of Tatarstan have been included in the

national section of the Museum Fund of the Russian Federation by Order No. Archaeological
items and collections of the Museum of Archaeology are in great demand among the exhibitions
of the Tatarstan museums. New items of the archaeological funds of the Museum of
Archaeology are exhibited on an annual basis, presenting the most valuable and unique articles
and collections of the field season. The collection of the Museum of Archaeology of the
Republic of Tatarstan has always been a source for fundamental and applied research of the
Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of Sciences aimed at the reconstruction of the
historical and ethnogenetic processes in Eurasia from antiquity to modern times. Researcher
associates of the Museum of Archaeology conduct research within the framework of the
following individual research topics: â€” Historical topography of Bolgar settlement in the
10thth centuries. Baranov, â€” Golden Horde ceramics of Bolgar and its surroundings, research
associate K. Khusyainova, â€” Non-glazed ceramics of the 13thth centuries in the territory of
Kazan, research associate A. Khaziev, â€” Residential and household buildings of the Kazan
Khanate on the basis of archaeological research in Kazan Kremlin , research associate N.
Sadriev, â€” Non-glazed ceramics of Kazan in the second half of the 16thth centuries on the
basis of archaeological studies , research associate O. Parakina, â€” Pottery of Volga Bolgaria
in the 10th â€” early 13th centuries, research associate V. Gubin, â€” Natural scientific methods
in the study of archaeological ceramics of Volga Bolgaria, research associate V. Shaikhutdinova
Evgenia Flyurovna. Baranov Vyacheslav Sergeevich. Bakhmatova Vera Nikolaevna. Bogatova
Lina Feliksovna. Bugrov Dmitry Gennadievich. Kaplan Polina Yuryevna. Fedan Pavel
Vladimirovich. Burshneva Svetlana Georgievna. Sadriev Nail Ravilevich. Khaziev Ainaz
Ilkhamovich. Parakina Oksana Olegovna. Kotov Roman Vladimirovich. Ekaterina Vladimirovna
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Usage Public Domain Mark 1. The Expedition 42 mission to the International Space Station.
Audio available includes. There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write a review. NASA
Images. The crew of Expedition 42 poses for a photo with their spacesuits. In Greek mythology,
Astraeus was an astrological deity, and creator of the night sky. It is said, he took the stars and
scattered them across the dark sky, so we can watch them at night. The crew will be ready to
see the starry sky from orbit after they make their journey to the International Space Station.
ESA astronaut Samantha Cristoferetti demonstrates how rigid her spacesuit is once inflated.
Before the flight, hugs and handshakes are stronger. Sorrow mixed with joy. Ahead â€” a
long-awaited space mission. The crew of the Soyuz spacecraft is almost at the finish line, and
Star City is the place where astronauts say goodbye to their loved ones. Moscow time on Nov.
Cosmonauts and astronauts also tried on the spacesuits, and tested the Iridium phones and
laser rangefinders. The most important thing is safety. Photo Credit: Roscosmos. On Nov.
Among the main crew members, only Cristoforetti has no space flight experience. Both
Shkaplerov and Virts had one mission in their career. The U. Cristoforetti is the first Italian
female astronaut to go to space. Welcome to Spaceflight Insider! Tagged: Baikonur
Cosmodrome Expedition Tomasz Nowakowski is the owner of Astro Watch, one of the premier
astronomy and science-related blogs on t
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he internet. Nowakowski reached out to SpaceFlight Insider in an effort to have the two
space-related websites collaborate. Nowakowski's generous offer was gratefully received with
the two organizations now working to better relay important developments as they pertain to
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by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our Privacy
Policy. Spaceflight Insider. Expedition The crew of the Titans The crew of Expedition 42 poses
for a photo with their spacesuits. Tomasz Nowakowski Tomasz Nowakowski is the owner of
Astro Watch, one of the premier astronomy and science-related blogs on the internet. Related
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